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SAN DIEGO, May 09, 2005 (BUSINESS WIRE) -- CalAmp Corp. (NASDAQ:CAMP), the developer of the industry-leading

TelAlert(TM) urgent messaging software solution, has received an HP OpenView Alliance Achiever's Award. CalAmp

has been partnering with HP for more than 20 years and currently there are approximately 1800 joint HP OpenView

and CalAmp TelAlert customers.

TelAlert provides enterprise mission-critical communications to over 75 percent of Fortune 100 companies and is in

use by companies in 57 countries worldwide. The product's proven technology mobilizes organizations by

extending applications such as network monitoring, enterprise management, help desk, dispatch and call-center

systems to mobile users. CalAmp received the award for helping advance the sales of HP OpenView Operations,

Network Node Manager, Service Desk and TeMIP telecom platform solutions.

"TelAlert is a powerful solution designed to keep any size company's IT operations running smoothly. TelAlert is an

important enhancement to the HP OpenView product, enabling superior IT infrastructure integrity," said Steve

L'Heureux, President, Solutions Division of CalAmp.

The Achiever's Award was presented to CalAmp at the recent HP OpenView Software Universe event in Madrid,

Spain.

"We look at TelAlert's notification system as a key component in our ability to attract customers to the total and

complete HP OpenView solution," said Todd DeLaughter, vice president and general manager, Management

Software Organization, HP. "We feel confident that the inclusion of the TelAlert product translates to dollars and
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time saved for customers who are addressing mission critical network issues."

About CalAmp Corp.

CalAmp is a provider of wireless products and engineering services that enable anytime/anywhere access to critical

information, data and entertainment content. With comprehensive capabilities ranging from product inception

through volume production, CalAmp delivers cost-effective high quality solutions to a broad array of customers and

markets. CalAmp is the leading supplier of direct broadcast satellite (DBS) outdoor customer premise equipment to

the U.S. satellite television market. The company also provides wireless connectivity solutions for the healthcare

industry, public safety organizations, telemetry and asset tracking markets, enterprise-class 802.11 networks, and

digital multimedia delivery applications. The company is headquartered in Oxnard, California and has

approximately 625 employees. Founded in 1981, CalAmp has been publicly traded since 1983 as NASDAQ: CAMP.
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